
Easier for Staff, 
Safer for Residents

•  Document med administration with a few clicks

•  Inform staff when residents’ meds change 

•  Eliminate missed meds with proactive alerts

•  Record witness signature during administration

•  Simplify documentation for state audits 

•  Oversee administration across multiple  
   locations with real-time dashboards

•  Standardize procedures across locations

Your Pharmacy Becomes an 
Extension of Your Operation  

•  Streamline communication with your pharmacy – 
    no more faxing or phone tag

•  Improve accuracy by having med orders flow 
   directly from your pharmacy into your eMAR 

•  Receive and inventory medications in minutes, 
   not hours

•  Re-order medications and other supplies with ease

•  Eliminate drug diversion by tracking the handling 
   of controlled substances

QuickMAR connects your organization to your pharmacy partner, simplifying the entire 
medication management process, from receiving orders to, passing medications to, 
reordering and managing inventory. QuickMAR also gives clinical staff real-time visibility 
into MARs and other important safety indicators across all locations. 

A Complete Medication 
Management Solution for 
Residential Group Homes 
and Adult Foster Care



For more information or to request a demo, please go to www.quickmar.com/demo

Before we rolled out QuickMAR, MARs were stored in binders at each home and our 
nurses had no access until they visited a site. Now with QuickMAR, they can access 
MARs, review medication changes, and approve new orders anytime, anywhere.
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Benefits to Your Organization

Ease of Use

QuickMAR is intuitive and easy to use for staff at all levels of your 
organization. This helps minimize training time and improve 
compliance with your procedures.

Resident Safety

Reduces human error by helping staff ensure that they are following 
the “Rights of Administration” and helps supervisors identify mistakes 
when they occur.

Reliability

MedAssure™, QuickMAR’s industry leading off-line capability, enables 
staff to pass meds and document administration even when the 
Internet is temporarily unavailable, up to seven days. 

Versatility

Shares data with PointClickCare clinical applications that can help 
your organization manage assessments, care plans, infection 
control, and more.
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